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A legacy from the setting sun of an empire doomed by its own
greed. Its secret location lost, already buried with many souls
Continue reading... Victims of the last great War A new breed
of justice born out of a world without frontiers Yamashta’s
Gold one of the greatest hoards of treasure ever assembled.
The Syndicate wants it Alex Scott must stand in their
way.Alex Scott is despatched to investigate the supply arms
of arms to Philippine terrorists; whilst two friends set out to
recover gold from the wreck of a World War Two Japanese
submarine. The lure of the 'Treasure Ship’ attracts both good
and evil, in a hairraising adventure. Unfortunately Tiger
Sharks don’t recognise the difference between good and evil
men; they all taste the same!
A sweeping portrait of the turmoil of the twentieth century and
the legacy of immigration, as seen through the GermanAmerican family of the celebrated book publisher Kurt Wolff A
literary gem researched over a year the author spent living in
Berlin, Endpapers excavates the extraordinary histories of the
author’s grandfather and father: the renowned publisher Kurt
Wolff, dubbed “perhaps the twentieth century’s most
discriminating publisher” by the New York Times Book
Review, and his son Niko, who fought in the Wehrmacht
during World War II before coming to America. Kurt Wolff was
born in Bonn into a highly cultured German-Jewish family,
whose ancestors included converts to Christianity, among
them Baron Moritz von Haber, whose desire to demand
satisfaction in a duel sparked off bloody antisemitic riots.
Always bookish, Kurt became a publisher at twenty-three,
setting up his own firm and publishing Franz Kafka, Joseph
Roth, Karl Kraus, and many other authors whose books
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would soon be burned by the Nazis. Fleeing Germany in
1933, a day after the Reichstag fire, Kurt and his second wife,
Helen, sought refuge in France, Italy, and ultimately New
York, where in a small Greenwich Village apartment they
founded Pantheon Books. Pantheon would soon take its own
place in literary history with the publication of Nobel laureate
Boris Pasternak’s novel Doctor Zhivago, and as the conduit
that brought major European works to the States. But Kurt’s
taciturn son Niko, offspring of his first marriage to Elisabeth
Merck, was left behind in Germany, where despite his Jewish
heritage he served the Nazis on two fronts. As Alexander
Wolff visits dusty archives and meets distant relatives, he
discovers secrets that never made it to the land of fresh
starts, including the connection between Hitler and the family
pharmaceutical firm E. Merck, and the story of a half-brother
Niko never knew. With surprising revelations from neverbefore-published family letters, diaries, and photographs,
Endpapers is a moving and intimate family story, weaving a
literary tapestry of the perils, triumphs, and secrets of history
and exile.
A collection of stories and rhymes to help beginning readers.
4-7 ys.
Provides biographical information on the men and women
who write and illustrate children's books.
It seems like a fairy tale, but not too long ago, there were
rational people who ran the Republican Party. In these
divisive times, we don’t have very bright politicians to look up
to anymore. How did the party of Lincoln become the party of
right-wing nut-jobs? Republicans have gone crazy, who keep
on convincing themselves that the Democrats are evil, and
the Democrats with their ugly threats have become what they
claim to hate.With SOCIETY IN REPAIR, it will prove that no
one is immune to stupidity. As a whole nation, we have been
divided so politically that we hate anyone who disagrees with
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our own personal views. But what if a common human
emotion could unite America as a whole again… like humor?
Society In Repair takes a non-partisan view on the issues that
really matter. Issues including sexual abuse, climate change,
drug addiction, and most importantly… why Americans have
lost their sense of humor. The constant degradation of
humanity in America shows a clear insight into these dramatic
days of our Nation’s life. Society In Repair is here to remind
us what it means to be American, even though the American
story has not always been great. But the belief in Americans
of progress and change keeps America going in the darkest
of times.
When Cassy the clumsy crocodile gets a job at Everglades
Department Store, she certainly makes things happen but not
in the way she hopes. Toys, food, chinashe leaves a trail of
destruction behind her in every department she visits. But in
the end, Cassy's clumsiness saves the day and turns her into
a hero. Usborne Young Reading books combine exciting
stories with easy reading text. Now the stories are brought to
life with lively music, dramatic sound effects and superbly
characterized readings.

To live among wolves, first you must become one... An
unmissable new spy thriller from best-selling master of
the genre, Alex Gerlis. War is coming to Europe. British
spymaster Barnaby Allen begins recruiting a network of
agents in Germany. With diplomatic relations quickly
unravelling, this pack of spies soon comes into their own:
the horse-loving German at home in Berlin’s
underground; the young American sports journalist; the
mysterious Luftwaffe officer; the Japanese diplomat and
the most unlikely one of all... the SS officer’s wife.
Despite constant danger and the ever-present threats of
discovery and betrayal, Allen’s network unearths topPage 3/9
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secret plans for a new German fighter plane – and a truly
devastating intelligence prize... an audacious Japanese
plan to attack the United States. But can they prove it?
The race is on. An unputdownable and atmospheric
Second World War espionage thriller, Agent in Berlin will
grip you to the very end. Perfect for readers of David
Young, Robert Harris and Rory Clements.
In broad desert daylight, a mysterious platoon of soldiers
evacuates the entire population of Sunrise Valley,
Nevada. Minutes later, a huge bomb detonates a
hundred feet above the ground and lays waste to homes,
cars, and playgrounds: a town annihilated in an
instant.Alex Cross is on vacation in San Francisco with
his girlfriend, Jamilla Hughes, when he gets the call. The
Russian supercriminal known as the Wolf claims
responsibility for the blast. Major cities around the globe
are threatened with total destruction. The Wolf has
proven he can do it; the only question is, can anyone
stop him in time? Surveillance film of the blast reveals
the presence of another of Alex Cross' most dangerous
enemies, the ruthless assassin known as the Weasel.
World leaders have just four days to prevent an
unimaginable cataclysm. Joining forces with Scotland
Yard and Interpol, Alex fights his way through a torrent of
false leads, impersonators, and foreign agents before he
gets close to the heart of the crimes. Racing down the
hairpin turns of the Riviera in the most unforgettable
finale James Patterson has ever written, Alex Cross
confronts the truth of the Wolf's identity, a revelation that
even Cross himself may be unable to survive.
A bilingual picture book in French and English in which
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Monkey is looking for his lost banana. Illustrated in
colour by Alex de Wolf.
Nobody understands how Alex Wolf built a cult following
of over half a million millennials for her first brand in less
than a year. Nobody understands why she left it all to
become a writer either. RESONATE is Wolf's informative
and occasionally hilarious look at the intersection of
human nature, technology, and how understanding both
can help anyone creative build a following of their own.
Named as one of the "Top 100 Most Creative People in
Business" by Fast Company Magazine, Inc.'s "Top
Creative Entrepreneurs In Marketing and Media," and
Adweek's "Top 20 Influencers Who Radiate Creativity &
Get Everyone Talking," there's no advice Alex Wolf gives
that even the most powerful CEOs can resist taking into
consideration. "Alex Wolf is shaping the way we envision
the new business person." -- Entrepreneur
Magazine"Keeping an eye on trends to predict which
products, technologies and services will pop in the
marketplace is this avowed futurist's stock in trade." -Adweek Magazine"A must have for any creative who has
the courage to be heard." -- Daniel DiPiazza, Best
Selling Author
I Want My Banana!
Shaggy is happy living by himself in the junkyard, but
when he realizes he can't keep the rats away by himself,
he finally agrees to become friends with a cat who
offered help.
When her father takes her to the museum, Lila, who likes
dinosaurs more than anything else, finds a little live
dinosaur who becomes so fond of her that he follows her
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home.
Collects international titles published between 1996 and
2000, and provides an annotated bibliography organized
by the more than seventy countries represented.
Mack Mitchell has an ego as big as his bank
account.Cocky. Arrogant. Powerful.Presley Griffin is a dogooder out to save the world.Sweet. Giving. Smart.But
they have one thing in common? They're ruthless in the
courtroom.The spark is instant. The attraction
undeniable.The yearning inescapable.And when they go
from enemies to lovers, can they both survive the fire?
He wants her. She hates him. Penn Hargrove is a
playboy. He goes through women so fast he doesn't
remember their names. Until he sees her... Campbell
Page, the ball-busting, no nonsense union rep. The first
time she glares at him, he knows there's more behind
those light blue eyes and sassy mouth. He wants her in
his bed. She wants to kill him, more than once. He's
relentless in his pursuit. He won't stop until he has her.
When she finally gives in, crushing secrets are revealed
that threaten to rip them apart at the seams. When the
smoke clears, one question remains... Will they sail off
into the sunset, or sink in the wake?
Strengthen students' language, memory, and attention
skills with Literacy Activities for Circle Time: Story Time
for grades PK–1. This 96-page book provides hands-on,
cross-curricular activities that develop children's
emerging literacy skills. The book provides ideas that
engage students through listening, watching, imitating,
cooperating, playacting, singing, and chanting. It aligns
with state and national standards.
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An annotated list of books arranged alphabetically by
subject
FOUR STORIES WITH PUZZLES TO SOLVE.
Mary and her parents meet a friendly dog when they go to the
beach for a week.
Two people—a black woman and a white man—confront the
legacy of slavery and racism head-on “We embarked on this
journey because we believe America must overcome the
racial barriers that divide us, the barriers that drive us to strike
out at one another out of ignorance and fear. To do nothing is
unacceptable.” Sharon Leslie Morgan, a black woman from
Chicago’s South Side avoids white people; they scare her.
Despite her trepidation, Morgan, a descendent of slaves on
both sides of her family, began a journey toward racial
reconciliation with Thomas Norman DeWolf, a white man from
rural Oregon who descends from the largest slave-trading
dynasty in US history. Over a three-year period, the pair
traveled thousands of miles, both overseas and through
twenty-seven states, visiting ancestral towns, courthouses,
cemeteries, plantations, antebellum mansions, and historic
sites. They spent time with one another’s families and friends
and engaged in deep conversations about how the lingering
trauma of slavery shaped their lives. Gather at the Table is
the chronicle of DeWolf and Morgan’s journey. Arduous and
at times uncomfortable, it lays bare the unhealed wounds of
slavery. As DeWolf and Morgan demonstrate, before we can
overcome racism we must first acknowledge and understand
the damage inherited from the past—which invariably involves
confronting painful truths. The result is a revelatory testament
to the possibilities that open up when people commit to truth,
justice, and reconciliation. DeWolf and Morgan offer readers
an inspiring vision and a powerful model for healing
individuals and communities.
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This series combines good stories with easy reading text, and
is intended for readers who have just started reading alone.
Offers reviews and recommendations of over 25,000 titles for
children, and includes brief annotations, bibliographic data,
and review citations.
The first novel of Clemence Annie Housman, who was an
author, illustrator and activist in the women's suffrage
movement, 'The Were-wolf' was an allegorical erotic fantasy.
Some critics said that it achieves a high degree of guesome
tension and gives the zist and feel of authentic folklore.

Twins Julie and Justin plan a treasure hunt for
Granddad, who used to be a sailor, but their
bumbling sheepdog Mop has a surprise for
everyone. Includes directions for making a treasure
map, aged paper, and invisible ink.
My name is Rory, and I'm in a mess.I slept with one
of my bosses, then fell in love with the other one, all
after landing my dream job.Let me back up, so you
don't get the wrong idea.On Friday, I had an
interview at the company where I'd always wanted to
work, with the hottest, nicest man I'd ever met. The
connection between us was instant.On Friday night, I
celebrated with a one-night-stand. I was never
supposed to see him again.On Monday, I got the
job.Now, it's Tuesday, and I have to go to work and
stare at the man who gave me more orgasms than I
can count, and the man who holds my heart in his
palm...In adjoining offices...Ten feet apart from each
other...What the hell am I going to do?
Cinderella has married her prince and together they
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live happily at the palace, until one day Cinderella's
ugly sisters decide to disrupt her life again.
Illustrated by Alex de Wolf in full colour. From the
yellow BANANA BOOK series.
When Leo forgets to repair Santa's sleigh, he uses
his flying bicycle to help deliver the toys.
The wolf gives his own outlandish version of what
really happened when he tangled with the three little
pigs.
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